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Autumn Term  December 2018

Primary pupils and their families were able 
to chat with our wonderful staff and student 

ambassadors, as well as find out more about 
the curriculum and life at MEA. 

The theme was decided following the hugely 
successful ‘Bee in the City’ trail in Manchester, and 

the return of MEA’s very own Bee to the Academy, just 
in time for Open Evening.

From ‘Beeing an Entrepreneur’ in Business Studies 
and ‘Beeing from Manchester’ in Geography to 

‘Beeing Mathtastic’ and ‘Beeing a Scientist’, there 
was something to inspire everyone! In History, 

guests took selfies with our suffragette (Ms 
Gleeson) and found out more about the 

Industrial Revolution. Performing Arts 
were extremely busy with their dance, 

singing and drama performances and the 
English Department encouraged visitors to 

add their own lines to a famous Manchester 
poem. Science was also as popular as ever with 

everything from heart dissections to finding out more 
about medical discoveries right here in Manchester.

The whole Academy 
offered a brilliant 
showcase for all its 
curriculum areas. 
The feedback 
received on the 
night was truly 
heart-warming. 

An unprecedented 78 Year 11 students applied this term 
for the roles of Head Girl and Boy and Deputy Head Girl 
and Boy. After a tough interview process with Senior Leaders, 
huge congratulations go to our new Head Girl & Head Boy, 
Maisie D and Tyrese W and Deputy Head Girl and Boy, Helina 
K and Jacob R. Mr Bell, the Principal, said, “Interviewing our 
students for these roles was an absolute privilege as each student 
had prepared so well and really made us all proud to be part of MEA.  
It was one of the hardest jobs to pick the new leaders as everyone was 
amazing, so well done to everyone who applied!”

From left to right are Jacob R, (Deputy Head Boy) Maisie D (Head Girl), our Principal, Mr Bell,  
Tyrese W (Head Boy) and Helina K (Deputy Head Girl).

There was a real ‘buzz’ in the air at our Open Evening 
this term with hundreds of visitors and families touring 
our world-class educational campus and enjoying a 
whole host of ‘bee’ or ‘Manchester’ themed activities.

The winner 
of the Open 
Evening Prize 
Draw is Matthew. 
Congratulations! 
Matthew is a pupil 
from one of our 
amazing feeder schools.  
A fabulous surprise for 
him and we’re sure 
Matthew will always 
remember his visit 
to MEA!
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From left to right are Charlie, 
Fatima and Prava showing off their 
language skills at Open Evening.

There was a  
real ‘buzz’ in the air 

at our Open Evening  
this term with hundreds  

of visitors and families 
touring our world-class 

educational campus and 
enjoying a whole host of 

‘bee’ and ‘Manchester’ 
themed activities.

Open Evening was 
really ‘buzzing’

The  
Wait  
Is Over!

Bee Artists
Following a successful tour of 

Manchester over the summer, the MEA 
Bee arrived back with us just in time for our 

Open Evening and now takes pride of place in 
MEA’s reception. Well done to Louise F, Ethan 

H, Harley M, Liya A, Maisie D, Emma D, 
Ethan J, Arron H and of course Ms 

Davies, our Curriculum Leader 
for Art, for making the Bee so  

Beeautiful.

Newsletter
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MEA’s Principal Dave Bell

What a fantastic start to the new 
academic year we have had at 
MEA – it’s hard to believe that 
we have nearly completed one 
whole term!
Special mention has to go to our Year 7s, who have 
settled quickly and adapted to our routines well. They 
have also shown great enthusiasm in signing up for 
the variety of activities on offer via our extra-curricular 
programme, ‘MEA X-TRAs’. They are shaping up to 
be a great cohort and we look forward to seeing how 
well they perform in their Big Tests.

Our Year 11s are at the other end of their Academy 
journey, and they have gained invaluable careers 
advice this term as they consider their post-16 options. 
We have worked closely with many of our partners, 
but a special thanks must go to Lloyds Banking Group 
for helping us with our mentoring programme. They 
have also provided invaluable feedback to help our 
students present themselves in the best possible 
way at future interviews. Applications for our revised 
Sixth Form courses are steadily coming in and we’re 
especially excited about our new Enterprise and 
Entrepreneurship course which will be available from 
next year.

Two more special mentions. 
Firstly to Wiktoria in Year 11 who was awarded the 
WCHG Community Award for Young Person of the Year 
in recognition of her commitment and contribution to 
our @Roadstowyth project. Secondly, congratulations 
to our Diversity Ambassadors who, with the support 
of Mr King, won the ‘Bringing Communities Together’ 
Award at the Be Proud Awards 2018.

Both are fantastic achievements reflecting the 
best of our students. Well done!

Dragons’ Den Make 
Business Real
Congratulations to the girls involved in the Dragons’ 
Den competition who managed to secure the £100 
investment for their business idea. The girls will be 
making Christmas signs to raise money for their  
charity of choice, St Anne’s Hospice, so a very 
worthwhile cause. 

The final is on the 10th of December where the 
Dragons’ Den Team will have to inform the Dragons 
how much profit they have made and what key skills 
they have developed throughout the process. The 
winning team will win a chauffeur-driven limousine 
trip to see Wicked, so a prize definitely worth having.   
The final will take place at the Holiday Inn so here’s 
wishing them lots of luck!

#RiseVoiceVote 
This year, MEA will be one of a few select 
schools to participate in the Pankhurst Centre’s 
exciting #RiseVoiceVote programme. 
Diversity Ambassadors visited The Pankhurst Centre 
in October to launch MEA’s participation in the 
#RiseVoiceVote project organised by The People’s 
History Museum, The Pankhurst Centre and Historic 
England. Students then completed a workshop at 
school, with the visitors being blown away by the 
maturity and knowledge of our students who discussed 
a range of sensitive topics with a real passion.

The RiseVoiceVote project seeks to connect 
activists of past and present with young people for 
shared learning and to inspire and support political 
participation, marking 100 years since the first women 
in the UK were granted the right to vote. This project 
will also support their History studies and during UK 
Parliament Week, there will be opportunities for the 
whole school to engage with the work they are leading 
on prior to ‘the hack event,’ where students will work 
with a range of media personalities, politicians and 
organisations to launch their own political campaigns. 

Students have already impressed the 
organisers so much that they have been invited 
to the unveiling of the new Pankhurst Statue 
in the city centre in December as part of the 
Manchesters commemoration of Vote 100.

Principal’s 
Message:
The year has begun  
Fantastically!

Hosting 
Performance 
Conference
The 15th November saw MEA host 
the prestigious Teacher Development 
Trust Conference. Over sixty delegates 
enjoyed MEA’s hospitality.

A great day for everyone!

NEWS from Manchester Enterprise Academy

‘Students are extremely proud of their school’ – Ofsted
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Be Proud Awards
At the prestigious Be Proud Awards held at the Midland 
Hotel in November, the MEA Diversity Ambassadors 
were the recipients of The Be Proud Award for ‘Bringing 
Communities Together.’ 
Over the past three years the group have led an array of projects 
which centre around promoting equality, inclusivity and inclusion 
within the Academy, the local area and also the city.

Their dedication to promoting tolerance has seen them work 
with local politicians, organisations, charities and primary 
schools on a range of projects – from promoting community 
cohesion to championing awareness of different cultures. 
Thoroughly deserving the award, the ceremony itself was an 
amazing experience. Students dined in style, watched dance 
acts and networked with a variety of other finalists that ‘Make our 
Manchester Great’ and felt thoroughly inspired by the breadth of 
other amazing community groups across Manchester.

This is a remarkable achievement and a real testament to all 
30 students in the group. After winning last year’s Youth Buzz 
Award, the group were elated once again to see their hard work 
recognised at the highest levels within our city. Feedback and 
praise from the award ceremony has been flooding in, with 
all of the other finalists and the City Council commending our 
students for their maturity, commitment and relentless drive to 
tackle discrimination and promote tolerance. Their next project 
will be bigger than ever – focussing on the centenary of Vote 100.  

Awards, Awards and more Awards

Gold here we 
come . . .
In recognition of our outstanding health 
priority work during 2017-2018, MEA was 
presented with a Healthy Schools Bronze 
Award in early November. We are now 
making great strides towards our next 
award and have therefore achieved our 
‘Working Towards’ accreditation.

Plastic Protectors make 
the Eco short list 
MEA’s Environment Team, The Plastic Protectors, won 
an award last year for their project to reduce plastic waste 
across the Academy. Now they have been short listed for the 
Manchester Youth Buzz Awards in the Eco category. 
Mr Sutton and 4 students have been invited to the 
ceremony at the Radisson Blu. Watch this space 
for further information, huge salutations on being 
short listed and good luck!

Young Person 
of the Year 
Congratulations to Wiktoria 
from Year 11 who jointly won 
the @wythenshawe_chg 
Community Award for Young 
Person of the Year. 

She has received this 
award for her commitment 
and contribution to our @
Roadstowyth project. 

Well done Wiktoria!

Art Club nominated for 
national award!
Last year students across MEA took part in a history and art 
club making art work for an exhibition at Manchester Central 
Library, celebrating the centenary of women winning the vote. 
Those students have been nominated for a Historic England 
Angel Award alongside other schools involved in the exhibition.
Our students are going down to London for the award 
ceremony where they will compete against other groups 
from across the country for the Best Heritage Project. 
Good luck!

Turning 
Bronze 
into Silver 
Over the last year, MEA have 
been working closely with local 
primary schools to become a 
Unicef Rights Respecting 
School. This work threads 
through the whole Academy 
and helps develop students’ 
acceptance of difference and 
diversity. It provides them with 
a strong moral compass. 

We achieved a ‘Bronze: 
Rights Committed School’ in 
July and we are now working 
towards the Silver Award. 
Year 7 students will play a vital 
part in our journey as they 
learn about the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child in their 
Fantastic Futures lessons. 

Vodafone Insight
Over seventy Year 10 students were invited to the local 
Vodafone Offices in Wythenshawe, where they got to meet 
and shadow Vodafone staff, see a real working environment 
and get a tangible flavour of working for a large corporation. 
As always, our students were a credit to MEA and really 
impressed the Vodafone staff with their maturity and 
politeness.

Winner of two MEN Schools Awards – 2015/16 & 2016/17
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Hidden Figures: Black History Month is a 
time to think about African and Caribbean history 
and culture and Black British heritage. At MEA we 
gathered to watch Hidden Figures, a biopic about the 
lives of three amazing African-American women who 
assisted in NASA’s race to space. We read poems and 
quotes and listened to songs that marked significant 
moments in black history. We also learned how to 
make Jerk Chicken with Rice ‘n’ Peas; our after-
school workshops explored Africa before slavery 
to the Civil Rights movement in America.   
We learnt a lot and had a lot of fun.

Shakespeare’s Women : Year 10 BTEC 
students visited Home Cinema last term where they 
watched performances inspired by Macbeth and Othello. 
These pieces were intertwined with each other to make 
one seamless performance, with particular focus on 
female empowerment. The Director was really impressed 
by the students when they took part in a Q & A session. Our 
students also explored backstage and were inspired by 
the different job opportunities available within the industry. 

Wizard trip! This November students from 
the Harry Potter club celebrated the Wizarding 
Universe by watching Crimes Of Grindelwald.   
They were very excited and said it was ‘brilliant!’

Looking to the future : Maisie, our new 
Head Girl, at the Sixth Form Taster Day.

Delicious : Our Year 7 students took up different sponsored challenges to raise 
money for Children in Need. It’s a brilliant opportunity for the students to work together 
as a team for a good cause. This year we had great fun, raised lots of money and got to 
eat some delicious cake - MEA Bake Off - what a great idea!

Wee timorous 
beastie : Year 10 
are studying bugs 
and insects. Here is a 
lovely, bold example 
showcasing our students’ 
skills using watercolour 
pencils.

Tapi helping Mr Taylor 
at the Year 7 X-TRA 
event.

Estrella 
española de 
la semana : You 
can tell by his smiling 
face that Charlie is 
proud to be Star of 
the Week in Spanish. 
Well done!

Ancient Beauty : 
Students have been 
looking to Ancient Egypt 
for inspiration and have 
learned how to create 
different shapes and 
definition using pencil 
and liquid eyeliners. It’s 
difficult and requires 
immense patience - but 
the results are stunning.

Life Saving Work!  
Year 11 in NHS World of 
Work workshop.

Science Loves STEM : We’ve had an exciting start to our packed Year 
7 STEM club and have had lots of fun doing so many different practicals. We’ve 
become roller coaster engineers, fire fighters, writers, slime makers and surgeons. 
The list goes on and on! 

It’s in the detail. 
Year 10 GCSE Art and 
Design students have 
made drawings of 
peppers for their Natural 
Form project. These 
are huge mixed media 
paintings inspired by the 
work of Georgia O’Keeffe.

NEWS from Manchester Enterprise Academy

‘Vibrant community that treats you like family’ – Ofsted
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Maths adds it all up! MEA’s Y10 Maths 
roadshow saw 30 students from Loreto College 
coming in to do a variety of problem-solving activities 
with 70 of our students. There were so many wonderful 
students involved - it was an absolute pleasure to have 
them here.

Students have (great) attitude. To gain 
an Attitude to Learning of one across every subject 
takes a great deal of work, commitment and effort.
That’s what these Year 8 students have achieved. 
We have enjoyed helping them and their parents to 
celebrate this fantastic achievement with coffee and 
cake and certificates being presented at a special 
Rewards Assembly.

Team Languages! For our European Day of 
Languages every student in the academy participated 
and staff, including Ms Lister, Mr England and Ms Howard 
demonstrated their linguistic abilities in a wonderful video! 
Year 7 is also engaged in a very exciting cross-curricular 
competition. Pictured above are two of our winners.  
Well done Year 7!

Lead On! We had an overwhelming number of 
applications when Year 10s were offered a range of leadership 
roles within the Academy. Congratulations to everybody 
who applied, especially to those who secured a role.  
Pictured above are our new Community Leaders.

Julia

Ife

Lauren

Leanne

Grace, who thoroughly enjoyed being rewarded by 
LCC, Ms Sealy.

Charlotte

Amber

Lyshae

Brandon

Outstanding Training. The University of 
Manchester have been awarded ‘Outstanding’ by 
Ofsted for their PGCE Teacher Training Programmes 
at both Primary and Secondary levels. The Business 
department at MEA worked closely with the UoM for this 
inspection and we are delighted with the outcome.   
Pictured above is Ms Mujeeb, one of our Business Teachers.

Pure Poetry : Miss Moxham was very excited when 
her Tutor Group were picked as the winners of the Year 
7 Poetry Competition. “I am so proud of my group, who 
worked so hard and wrote such great poems. Amazing!”

Multi-award winning training 
provider Michael John Hairdressers caught our 
students’ attention at Freshers’ Fair.

Zooming in on Autumn. Year 7 have had fun 
experimenting with new materials including oil pastels. 
They have been ‘Zooming in’ on beautiful autumn leaves 
and learning to mix and blend colours.

‘Spiritual, moral, social and cultural provision is outstanding’ Ofsted
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‘Effectiveness of Sixth Form provision is good’ – Ofsted

Careers 
Carousel 

Year 11s enjoyed a fantastic Careers Day. 
It began with a carousel of activities to learn more about the Sixth Form 
courses on offer and finished with a superb Careers Fair in the afternoon. 
Employers from 24 organisations joined us and were able to chat to 
students in a ‘speed networking’ style about careers in a wide range of 
industries and the potential options open to them.  
Many thanks to all the employers who supported us on this day – we 
couldn’t have done it without you. 

Parents/Carers can also access various careers and labour market 
information in the careers section of the MEA website.

Bursaries for  
MEA Sixth Formers

Sixth Form recruiting now!
If you have a child in Year 11 at MEA, you will 
be excited to learn that our Sixth Form is now 
recruiting for September 2019, offering Level 3 
courses in a number of subjects. If you want to 
know more, why not email Mr Steve Thornton, 
the Leader of Character and Culture for Sixth 
Form on s.thornton@meacad.org.uk.

Art students moved by 
awareness project
Last Year our Year 8 students took part in a ‘Stitch 
a Tree’ project with the textile artist, Alice Kettle. The 
project was designed to highlight the plight of displaced 
people across the world. The students’ work is now 
on display at the Whitworth Art Gallery until February, 
along with that of the many other people who took 
part. Ms Davies, Curriculum Leader for Art said, “It 
was such a moving experience for everyone involved 
and the exhibition is certainly thought-provoking as it 
cleverly shows ‘thread bearing witness,’ which is the 
overall title of the exhibition.”

Brilliant Club is ‘Brilliant’
11 MEA students attended the Brilliant Club 
launch at the University of Sheffield. 
The students met with their PhD tutor who will be 
working with them until January, researching how 
science can take a criminal case from crime scene to 
court. They will also learn about the ethical implications 
surrounding areas such as DNA testing. Lauren, 
their tutor, has since been in school working with the 
students, setting them research homework tasks and 
developing their study skills. 

The students have conducted themselves with the 
utmost professionalism and upon completion, will be 
invited to a graduation event at another prestigious 
university. A massive well done to Amber O, Harry W, 
Bailey M, Cristian B, Beth B, May N, Jacob P, Sow S, 
Malika S, Milly O, Emilia S and Munira A and good luck 
in the completion of their final assignment!

Lloyds
The Lloyds mentoring programme has made a 
another great start this year. Our Year 9 girls and Year 
10 boys have joined the programme and have enjoyed 
meeting the mentors at the launch event. Our Year 11 
mentees  took part in three formal mock interviews. All 
the students enjoyed taking part in the interviews and 
received valuable and positive feedback about their 
interview techniques. 

At the start of this term, Sixth Formers who left MEA in 
the summer received their Higher Education Bursaries 
from the Chair of Wythenshawe Community Housing 
Group (WCHG), the Bishop of Manchester. Thank you 
so much to WCHG for their continued support and the 
best of luck to all our former students starting university 
this year. 

We can’t wait to hear more about your adventures.

NEWS from Manchester Enterprise Academy
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Our fantastic MEA-XTRAs (after-school clubs) 
have been a huge hit this term with everything 
from the Harry Potter Club and Journalism to 
trampolining and Warhammer. 
The Hair & Beauty X-TRA run by Ms Winder has 
proved very popular and takes place in our fabulous 
new salon where the students have developed their 
plaiting skills and had lots of fun – there are even 
some future hairdressers in the making.   
The members of the Journalism Club showed huge 
commitment recently when they stayed behind on a 
FRIDAY night to meet the editor of our local paper, 
Your Local Voice, to pick up some handy hints. 

Dancing the  
Day Away
Performing Arts has been busy this term - we have 
channelled our skills through practical workshops and 
had the chance to watch live performances, inspiring 
our imaginations for our own practical exam work. 

Dance and Drama were lucky to be involved in two 
dance workshops and loved every minute. Alex 
Bowen visited MEA and choreographed complex 
Musical Theatre performances as well as Hip Hop and 
Jazz genre dances. All students demonstrated 100% 
engagement and focus throughout any given style 
and movement and we are extremely excited about 
the Christmas Pantomime, where the routines will be 
showcased. There are over 60 students involved – 
performers and our technical crew who are working 
on the set, lighting and costume design. Miss Bamber 
said, “Everyone is working really hard at the moment 
– putting on productions is always a blast. It can be 
stressful but it’s all worth it in the end!”

Alongside this, Chameleon Dance Company taught 
Year 9 BTEC Performing Arts students contemporary 
dance skills with particular focus on interpretation of 
movement and floor work. This was a new dance 
genre to MEA students. They challenged themselves 
by being open to the style and applying newly learned 
skills to improving key movements and working 
towards the BTEC criteria. The Drama Team are 

extremely proud of the students’ 
commitment and focus and our new 
drama teacher, Ms Honebon said, 
“I am new to MEA but astounded 
at the confidence and skills being 
demonstrated by our students.”

Ms Honebon

Making Your Mark
An impressive 75% of MEA students took 
part in the national Make Your Mark Ballot 
this October. 
The Youth Parliament will then spend the rest of this 
year debating and lobbying on the top issues selected 
by young people, with MEA’s vote being voiced by our 
local Youth Parliament members. It was a fantastic 
morning of political participation across the Academy 
- MEA are leading the way as nationally only 16% of 
young people eligible to vote do so. Follow up work, 
based on the areas identified, is already underway, 
with groups of students forming their own political 
groups to campaign with local councillors. It is hoped 
that throughout this year, we can continue to engage 
students in reflecting on how they voted and make real 
change on the issues about which they care.

Year 10 meet fungi 
As part of the NHS National Pathology Week, ten 
Year 10 students participated in a range of sessions 
at Wythenshawe Hospital - from mycology, the study 
of fungi, to haematology, the study of blood. 

Working alongside microbiologists they examined 
the mesmerising but worrying world of Antimicrobial 
Resistance and learned about the future implications 
for our own bodies’ evolution. Students gathered 
insights into how scientists are tackling this issue 
before it’s too late. Throughout the day, students 
were incredibly engaged and impeccably behaved, 
demonstrating a positive attitude for learning and a 
keen interest in the Health and Social Care sector. 

Raspberry Pi
Year 8’s tasty new code club is a great success! 
Students have learnt extra skills in coding that are 
not normally taught on the curriculum; they have had 
a taste of Python Programming and are currently 
working on exciting new projects in other programming 
languages such as the BBC Micro bit, Raspberry Pi, 
Scratch and Makey kits!

Year 7 at Health & Beauty X-TRA 

The Journalism Club Eleanor W, Jess P, Lauren D, Bailey L and 
Matthew S with the newspaper editor and Ms Seally.

Ms Winder

Lest We Forget
MEA marked Remembrance Day. 
The Academy commemorated the day with millions 
of other people, remembering all those who have 
been affected by war over the past century. This 
year we were honoured to be visited by Mark, a local 
ex-serviceman, who shared his experiences of serving 
in Northern Ireland, Kosovo and the first Gulf War. 
Community Leaders sold poppies to raise money for 
the Royal British Legion and a whole host of other 
activities took place to engage students to reflect 
on, remember and honour all those who have died 
during armed conflict, those whose lives have been 
transformed unimaginably owing to war and those 
who are still experiencing the impact of war.
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Year 10 – phone extension 5
PSL: Mr Reece  C&C Mgr: Ms Paxton

Year 11 – phone extension 6
PSL: Ms Neary  C&C Mgr: Ms Smith

Sixth Form – phone extension 7
Strategic Leader:   Mr Thornton

If your child is unable to attend the Academy, please 
leave a message on 0161 499 2726

PSL – Pastoral Strategy Leader
C&C Mgr – Character & Culture Manager 
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Year 7 – phone extension 2
PSL: Ms Clough  C&C Mgr: Mr Millar 

Year 8 – phone extension 3
PSL: Ms Sealy  C&C Mgr: Ms Hope 

Year 9 – phone extension 4
PSL: Ms Marsland  C&C Mgr: Mrs Conway 

Phone 0161 499 2726
General MEA email: admin@meacad.org.uk 
Simonsway, Wythenshawe, Manchester M22 9RH

E: streetreds@mufoundation.org 
T: 0161 868 8443 W: www.mufoundation.org 

Twitter: @StreetRedsMUF

MONDAY:  4.45 - 6.15pm  Ages 8-12
   6.15 - 7.45pm  Ages 13-19
FRIDAY:  4.45 - 6.15pm  Ages 8-12
   6.15 - 7.45pm  Ages 13-19

JUST TURN UP + PLAY
Free football sessions for young people run by 

Manchester United Foundation at MEA

OPEN TO ALL! 

Find us on the astro turf at the back of the Academy.

Period 5

End of School Day / After School Activities

Break

Period 4

2.05pm–3.05pm

3.05pm

1.45pm–2.05pm

12.45pm–1.45pm

Lunch A
11.15am–11.45am

Period 3
11.45am–12.45am

Period 3
11.15am–12.15pm

Lunch B
12.15pm–12.45pm

Lunch BLunch ATime

Period 2

Period 1

Registration / Assembly

Breakfast

School Opens

10.15am–11.15am

9.15am–10.15am

8.55am–9.15am

8.00am–8.40am

7.30am

Rugby Gets Proper  
Thumbs Up
PE students have really enjoyed their first half-term of 
Rugby Union delivered by RFU Coach Sam Simpson. 
Students’ have learnt a range of new skills, applying 
them in competitive matches under the RFU’s five 
core values of Teamwork, Sportsmanship, Respect, 
Enjoyment and Discipline. 

Students from all years are invited to attend 
Wythenshawe Rugby Club Training, which takes 
place on Tuesdays and Thursdays 6- 7pm at MEA’s 
floodlit 3G ground. Another great opportunity on 
offer at MEA, with its state of the art facilities!

We’re in the Choir
MEA was offered the fantastic opportunity of becoming  
part of the Manchester United Foundation Choir. Six 
talented students were selected to go to the famous 
Old Trafford Stadium to rehearse alongside several 
other school choirs. Building on the students’ weekly 
singing tuition taught by Miss Broadfield, the group 
attended 4 rehearsals, showing their great dedication 
and energy as part of the choir! They were singing 
the Number One anthem, Bohemian Rhapsody by 
Queen, a famously tricky and intricate song to sing. 
Performing Arts teacher Miss Honebon said, “I was so 
impressed with how great it sounded. Our students 
picked up the harmonies so quickly and together the 
whole song sounded fantastic!”   

Our MEA singers were so good that they were 
invited to join the Foundation Choir!

The School Day

New After-School Opportunities: 

 n Badminton club (all years) on a Tuesday 

 n Table Tennis club (all years) on a Thursday 

 n Sale Sharks Year 10 Rugby on a Tuesday 

Mr Henderson warms up the Year 7 boys 
ready for their football lesson.

Year 8 Hit the 
Premiership
The Year 8 team were triumphant in their 
opening fixture of this season’s Manchester 
Schools Premier League against Wright 
Robinson. 
The boys showed marvellous team spirit, supporting 
each other and Brandon L was a monster in midfield 
throughout the whole game, linking up well with 
Matthew O and Mason M before unleashing a wicked 
strike from outside the area, leaving the keeper with 
no chance. Kacper W showed great character getting 
his reward as he casually dinked the ball past the 
oncoming keeper. Logan and Ife ensured the ship was 
steady at the back. Matthew scored a sublime long-
range effort before Brandon rounded a virtuoso man 
of the match performance with a well taken hat-trick. 
The opposition scored a late consolation in the dying 
seconds. Final Score 5 : 2 Win!

NEWS from Manchester Enterprise Academy
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‘Vision and determination are outstanding’ – Ofsted
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